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Abstract— Due to increasing design complexities, routing congestion
has become a critical problem in VLSI designs. This paper introduces
a distributed metric to predict routing congestion and applies it to
technology mapping that targets area and delay optimization. Our
technology mapping algorithms are guided by a probabilistic congestion
map for the subject graph to identify the congested regions,where
congestion-optimal matches are favored. Experimental results on a set of
benchmark circuits in a 90 nm technology show that congestion-aware
mapping results in a reduction of 37%, on an average, in trackoverflows
with marginal gate-area penalty as compared to conventional area-
oriented technology mapping. For delay-oriented mapping,our algorithm
improves track overflows by 20%, on an average, in addition topreserving
or improving the delay, as compared to the conventional method.

Index Terms— Congestion Estimation, Routing Congestion, Placement,
Physical Design, Technology Mapping, Logic Synthesis

I. I NTRODUCTION

A. Motivation

Interconnect dominance is a daunting issue for sub-100 nm VLSI
designs. It is a consequence of the rising design complexity: following
Moore’s law [1], the number of on-chip transistors (and therefore,
according to Rent’s rule [2], [3], the number of wires) is increasing
exponentially every year. However, there is no proportionate increase
in wiring resources, since die-sizes are expanding at a veryslow
pace [4], and upper metal layers that are offered with advances
in technology are used mainly for routing global signals. Asa
result, even today’s designs have regions where the unavailability
of sufficient number of tracks to route the wires causes the circuits
either to be unroutable or to violate the timing constraintsdue to long
detours of wires. This is often referred to as the routing congestion
problem. Although exact routing congestion information isknown
only after global routing, a failure to address congestion prior to this
point implies that the designer is left with few degrees of freedom.
Moving one step back, to placement, provides greater flexibilities
in terms of global pin-density control and post-placement remedies
(see, for instance, the congestion mitigation techniques described in
[5]), but is still not always enough, and it is known that thisdoes
not remove the need for a number of design iterations. This isoften
due to the poor fidelity of congestion-unaware delay estimates, which
cannot accurately capture the effect of long wire detours required for
congestion reduction, or due to the unroutability of some designs
where there may not be enough tracks available for routing.

Therefore, it is imperative to address congestion issues early in
the design process to allow for more freedom to reduce conges-
tion. Previous work on wire planning in logic synthesis [6],[7] at
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the technology-independent optimization stage is targeted towards
wirelength estimation to consider the wire-delays, as opposed to
our work which targets routing congestion. At this phase of logic
optimization, it is not entirely clear which wires will be inthe
logic netlist, since these decisions are made during the technology
mapping step. Technology mapping provides powerful capabilities for
absorbing long interconnect wires into internal connections within
complex gates, or for splitting complex gates into simpler gates,
thus helping to alter the overall distribution of wires in the layout.
Therefore, it is an ideal step, where the routing congestionproblem
may be attacked with relatively more freedom, albeit with relatively
less information, than during placement and routing. Although several
methods for integrating physical design with technology mapping
have been proposed, there is little work on incorporating congestion
considerations. Existing methods for this purpose, which are based
on indirect metrics such as wirelength, are unsatisfactory, and the
work presented in this paper is directed towards filling thatvoid.

B. Previous Work

We review some of the previous works on congestion-aware
technology mapping approaches in the literature. Stoket al.proposed
a clustering of closely placed cells during technology mapping so that
the matching choices covering distantly placed cells in thesubject
graph are ruled out [8]. This approach may result in long wires in
the final netlist, and more importantly, may leave a significant portion
of the design space unexplored. Pandiniet al. proposed wirelength
as a metric to be minimized during technology mapping in order
to reduce the congestion [9]. Although large wirelength maybe
correlated with high congestion, the correlation is ratherpoor, and
therefore, the mapping based on such a metric may not result in
an effective optimization. This observation has been borneout by
recent work by the same authors [10], who state that such a metric,
when considered during technology mapping employing a traditional
cost function may not result in decreased congestion. As pointed
out by them, congestion is a local property that varies from bin to
bin and is difficult to capture using a global metric like wirelength.
This inference led them to the conclusion that congestion can only be
targeted using iterative placement and technology mapping. However,
such a conclusion is valid only when the congestion optimization is
performed employing an indirect global metric in a traditional fashion
and is not true in general.

C. Our Contributions

We present a technique for performing congestion-aware technol-
ogy mapping. Instead of trying to absorb the congestion information
into a single metric, we work with information about the distribution
of congestion over the entire layout. The contributions of our work
can be summarized as follows.� Using empirical data on several benchmarks, employing differ-

ent scripts and libraries and two different placement paradigms,
we show the fidelity between the congestion maps for the subject
graph and the mapped netlists, and exploit this fidelity during
the technology mapping.
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[11], we utilize probabilistic congestion estimates [12] to guide
our technology mapping; these estimates are shown in [12] to
have good fidelity with post-routing congestion measurements.� Experimental results due to congestion-aware technology map-
ping algorithms on an industrial benchmark, ISCAS’85, and
ITC’99 circuits show an improvement of 37% and 20%, on
an average, in track overflows as compared to conventional
mapping for area and delay minimization, respectively. These
improvements come at the cost of 8% and 1% gate-area penalty,
respectively, for area and delay minimization.

The organization of the rest of the paper is as follows. Section II
introduces the terminology and problem definition, while Section III
presents empirical and intuitive justifications for congestion fidelity
for pre-mapped and mapped netlists. Sections IV and V illustrate
congestion-aware technology mapping algorithms targeting area and
delay, respectively, while Section VI discusses time complexity
and possible extensions to these algorithms. Section VII presents
experimental results and conclusions followed by the summary of
the paper in Section VIII. A preliminary version of this paper was
presented in [13].

II. PRELIMINARIES

A. Terminology

The following terminology is used throughout this paper. A
Boolean network is a directed acyclic graph (DAG), in which anode
denotes a Boolean function,f : Bn ! B, whereB = f0; 1g andn
is the number of inputs to the node. Traditional technology mapping
is usually preceded by a decomposition of this abstract network
into one that contains primitive gates, such as 2-input NAND’s and
inverters. The decomposed network is referred to as a subject graph
or a premapped netlist. The subject graph is mapped on to a setof
cells in the library during technology mapping; the resulting network
is known as a mapped netlist, which is placed in a given block area
and routed. The block area is divided into bins for congestion analysis
purposes or for global routing. Each bin contains a limited number
of horizontal and vertical tracks. The track overflow and congestion
can be defined as follows.

Definition 2.1: The horizontal (vertical) track overflow for a given
bin is defined as the difference between the number of horizontal
(vertical) tracks required to route the nets through the binand the
available number of horizontal (vertical) tracks.

Definition 2.2: The horizontal (vertical) congestion for a given bin
is the ratio of number of horizontal (vertical) tracks required to route
the nets through the bin to the number of horizontal (vertical) tracks
available.
A positive track overflow, or a congestion of more than 1.0, means
that sufficient tracks are unavailable for the routing, while a negative
value of the overflow, or a congestion smaller than 1.0, indicates the
availability of tracks.

B. Problem Definition

Routing congestion depends on the following factors: the con-
nectivity of the network, the placement of cells in the layout,
and the routing of interconnects between the placed cells. Since
there is relatively less freedom for attacking the routing congestion
problem during the placement and routing stages, we concentrate
on optimizing the first factor. The technology mapping step makes
crucial decisions regarding the connectivity of the network, since the
mapping of primitive gates to the library cells determines the set
of wires that will be present in the circuit netlist. Traditionally, this
has been carried out without any placement information. Although

this has changed in recent physical synthesis vendor offerings, most
approaches focus on the prediction of wirelength based on bounding
box estimates that ignore congestion. The estimation of routing
congestion without a placement for a network is, if not impossible,
liable to be highly inaccurate, and one may have to rely on high
level metrics such as adhesion [14]. However, several open questions
about this metric remain unanswered: for example, whether it can
be measured in a computationally efficient manner, and whether its
fidelity is valid for mapped netlists. On the other hand, probabilistic
congestion estimation [12] used after the placement of a mapped
network has been demonstrated to correlate well with the congestion
map generated after the routing, on both academic and industrial
benchmark circuits. The estimation method divides the layout into
bins and computes the congestion for a given bin under all possible
routes for a given net. We employ the same method to guide our
technology mapping algorithm. However, even such a method is
difficult to adapt, since only the premapped netlist is available prior to
technology mapping, and the level of correlation between the proba-
bilistic congestion maps of the premapped netlist and the mapped one
has not been studied in the past. One contribution of this work is to
perform such a study. From empirical evidence obtained employing
different logic synthesis scripts and placement algorithms on a variety
of benchmarks, we show a good congestion correlation between
premapped and mapped netlists. Once we establish the congestion
correlation between these netlists, the problem of congestion-aware
technology mapping can be defined as follows.

Problem definition 2.1:Given a subject graph of a network and a
library of gates, synthesize a network optimizing area or delay such
that the maximum (horizontal/vertical) congestion over all of the bins
is less than the given threshold.

III. C ONGESTIONFIDELITY

This section explores the level of fidelity between the congestion
estimates before and after technology mapping for any circuit.
For a given circuit, a premapped netlist contains primitivegates
such as 2-input NAND’s, while a mapped netlist contains a setof
cells from a given library. Intuitively, the premapped and mapped
netlists for a circuit share the same global connectivity, since the
mapper absorbs some wires in the subject graph into the internal
nodes of library cells, leaving other wires untouched. Thispoints
towards the possibility of good fidelity between congestionmaps for
premapped and mapped netlists. However, congestion also depends
on the placement of elements (viz., primitive gates or gatesin the
library) in the netlist. Placement algorithms employed by commercial
tools and in academia are typically based either on recursive multi-
level bisectioning or force-directed quadratic programming. It would
be useful to understand, even empirically, whether these placement
algorithms react to the same global connectivity and block area
constraints in a similar way. If so, there may be a good congestion
correlation between premapped and mapped netlist. We explore this
issue by performing a set of experiments using a variety of placers,
logic synthesis scripts, libraries, and benchmarks.

A. Experimental Setup

To verify the fidelity between congestion estimates before and after
technology mapping, we placed several premapped netlists,and the
corresponding mapped netlists using the same block area andthe
same placement of input/output terminals. Two different placement
algorithms were employed – a recursive bisectioning based algorithm
in a publicly available tool, Capo [15], and a force-directed quadratic
algorithm, Kraftwerk [16], implemented in a proprietary industrial
placer. Different scripts, such asrugged, boolean, algebraic, espresso,
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and speedupin SIS [17] were applied for preprocessing the netlists
before technology mapping employing different libraries in SIS as
well as an industrial library used for high-performance micropro-
cessor designs. The following options were used for mappingand
placement.� Mapping was performed in SIS using themap -s -n 0(1) -AFG -p

command that performs area and fanout optimization. No layout
information was utilized to guide this technology mapping.� Placement using Capo [15] or Kraftwerk [16] was performed
with default options to minimize the total wirelength basedon
half perimeter bounding box estimates.

The premapped netlist is an abstract Boolean network containing
primitive gates such as 2-input NAND’s and inverters. For the
placement of such a netlist, the primitive gates must be assigned
areas. We assign the areas of the corresponding minimum-sized gates
in the library to these primitive elements. Since the numberof nodes
in this netlist is large, the area of primitive gates must be scaled by
a certain factor to present the same white space constraintsas the
mapped netlist for the placement. This factor is computeda priori
as a ratio of the targeted gate-area to the area of premapped network
using the following equation.

Scaling factor= Block area�White space area
Area of premapped network

(1)

Note that this factor is readily available given the block area, the white
space specification (i.e., desired row utilization factor), the premapped
netlist, and the cell library, and does not require any testcase-specific
tuning.

B. Experimental Results

We show results for two representative benchmarks, C6288 and
C7552, which differ vastly in their functionalities. Figures 1 (a)
and (b) show congestion maps for the benchmark C6288 for the
mapped and premapped netlists, respectively. The placement of both
the networks is performed using Capo. In these plots, the XY plane
shows the two dimensions of the layout area, while the Z-axisdepicts
the congestion. Visually, one can conclude that the distribution shown
in Figure 1(b) is similar in nature to the congestion map shown
in Figure 1(a). For most of the bins, the difference between the
congestion in the premapped and mapped netlists is less than10%.
Similarly, the congestion maps for the benchmark circuit C7552 is
shown in Figure 2; the netlists for this benchmark are placedusing
Kraftwerk [16]. The congestion map for the premapped netlist for
C7552 shows characteristics similar to that of the corresponding
mapped netlists. Observe that, unlike the usual pattern of the central
area of a design being the most congested, these benchmarks exhibit
a congestion hot-spot that is markedly off-center; in spiteof this, the
congestion maps for their premapped and mapped netlists correlate
well. For a detailed treatment of the congestion correlation, please
refer to [18].

Representative results for some ISCAS’85 benchmarks and the
IDC circuit, an instruction decoder in a high-performance micropro-
cessor design, employing different scripts, libraries, and placers, are
shown in Table I, while similar results on more extensive setof bench-
marks are presented in Table VII in the Appendix. Columns 2, 3, and
4 show the scripts used, the number of cells in the mapped netlists,
and placement tools employed, respectively. Technology mapping in
SIS [17] is performed using the area and fanout optimizationoption,
employing either the lib2.genlib library in SIS or an industrial high
performance library. It is worth noting that the mapped netlist is
fanout-optimized, which possibly restructures the network after the
mapping and may affect the global connectivity adversely. Columns 5

(6) and 7 (8) in the table show the average and maximum horizontal
(vertical) congestion, respectively, while columns 9 and 10 show
the statistical correlation between the congestion in premapped and
mapped netlist. The correlation is defined asE[(X��X)(Y��Y )℄�X�Y ,
where E[℄ is the expectation,� is the mean,� is the standard
deviation; in our case,X and Y correspond to the congestion
in the premapped and mapped netlists, respectively. A correlation
value closer to 1 (-1) means that two random variables are strongly
positively (negatively) correlated, while a value close to0 means that
variables are weakly correlated [19].

C. Justification Based on Experimental Results

In spite of fanout optimization that may affect the global connectiv-
ity and hence congestion fidelity, the congestion correlation between
the subject graph and the mapped netlist is always greater than 0.6
for all the netlists. One may deduce the following based on these
experimental results.� Across different libraries, scripts, benchmarks, fanout optimiza-

tion schemes, and placement algorithms, a good correlation
exists between the congestion map for the subject graph and
the congestion map for a mapped netlist.� The reasons for the congestion correlation are likely to be the
similarities in the global connectivity in the subject graph and
the mapped netlist, the same block area and I/O terminal con-
straints, and the similar way in which any reasonable placement
algorithm reacts to such resemblances in global connectivity and
the block area constraints.� The congestion correlation is smaller for Kraftwerk as compared
to that for Capo. This can be partly attributed to the application
of a cell-bloating technique to alleviate congestion for better pin-
accessibility in our implementation of Kraftwerk, that actively
modifies the congestion map for the mapped netlist. Further-
more, the cut-sizes that drive Capo perhaps correlate better to the
congestion than do the force distributions that drive Kraftwerk
(since the latter are influenced not only by the distributionof
the nets but also the overlaps among the underlying cells).

IV. CONGESTION-AWARE AREA-ORIENTEDMAPPING

In this section, we focus on area optimization as an objective for
technology mapping. For the purposes of congestion-aware map-
ping, the sparsely congested and densely congested regionsmust
be identified. From the experiments in the previous section,which
demonstrate the congestion correlation between a subject graph
and its mapped netlist, we can conclude that the former netlist
is accurate enough for this purpose. Since the primary objective
of our congestion-aware technology mapper is area minimization,
we employ a variation of a widely used dynamic programming-
based technology mapping algorithm [20]. The technology mapping
procedure involves the matching and covering phases: the former
comprises storing the set of optimal matches at each node, while the
latter involves constructing the network by selecting fromthe matches
stored during the matching.

A. Example

A pure area/delay minimization objective during technology map-
ping can result in poor congestion, and Figure 3 illustratesa case
where suboptimal matches may reduce congestion. Assume that all
of the bins, shown as dashed squares in the figure, are congested and
a match for the AOI33 function is considered. The inputs to the match
enter through top and bottom bins on the left, while the output leaves
from the middle bin on the right. Figure 3(a) shows one possible
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Fig. 1. Horizontal congestion for C6288 for (a) the area-oriented mapped netlist and (b) the premapped netlist: XY planedenotes the block area and Z axis
shows the congestion.script.ruggedis used for preprocessing the netlist and Capo [15] is employed for placement.
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Fig. 2. Horizontal congestion for C7552 for (a) the area-oriented mapped netlist and (b) the premapped netlist: XY planedenotes the block area and Z axis
shows the congestion.script.algebraicis used for preprocessing the netlist and Kraftwerk [16] is employed for placement.

TABLE I
CONGESTION COMPARISON FOR THE NETLISTS BEFORE AND AFTER TECHNOLOGY MAPPING. MAX . (AVE.) CORRESPONDS TO MAXIMUM(AVERAGE),

WHILE H (V) CORRESPONDS TO HORIZONTAL(VERTICAL).

Example script/mapping # Cells Placer congestion after/before mapping Correlation
Max. H Max. V Ave. H Ave. V H V

C432 rugged/area 257 Capo 1.27/1.45 1.46/1.99 0.41/0.47 0.48/0.65 0.91 0.90
C432 rugged/delay 328 Capo 1.17/1.45 1.51/1.99 0.39/0.47 0.46/0.65 0.96 0.95
C432 algebraic/area 237 Capo 1.22/1.15 1.38/1.6 0.37/0.35 0.44/0.51 0.97 0.96
C432 algebraic/delay 279 Capo 1.06/1.15 1.21/1.6 0.35/0.35 0.40/0.51 0.93 0.93
C432 boolean/area 375 Capo 1.04/1.55 1.42/1.68 0.43/0.45 0.51/0.67 0.95 0.94
C432 boolean/delay 501 Capo 1.47/1.41 1.46/1.51 0.54/0.50 0.63/0.70 0.93 0.93
C432 speedup/area 265 Capo 1.08/1.22 1.25/1.5 0.34/0.41 0.40/0.55 0.92 0.91
C432 speedup/delay 314 Capo 1.03/1.29 1.27/1.81 0.37/0.52 0.44/0.67 0.93 0.94
C6288 rugged/area 2311 Capo 1.73/1.34 1.88/2.00 0.69/0.57 0.81/0.82 0.85 0.86
C6288 rugged/delay 2383 Capo 1.45/1.34 1.75/2.00 0.61/0.57 0.71/0.82 0.86 0.87
C6288 algebraic/area 2275 Capo 1.37/1.79 1.55/2.20 0.50/0.73 0.60/0.98 0.76 0.78
C6288 algebraic/delay 2620 Capo 1.38/1.05 1.59/1.31 0.48/0.52 0.58/0.73 0.83 0.79
C6288 boolean/area 2329 Capo 0.89/0.85 1.05/1.32 0.40/0.40 0.48/0.66 0.75 0.71
C6288 boolean/delay 2605 Capo 1.38/1.23 1.53/1.72 0.47/0.48 0.56/0.70 0.79 0.79
C6288 speedup/area 4182 Capo 1.11/1.10 1.34/1.39 0.41/0.48 0.51/0.66 0.78 0.81
C6288 speedup/delay 4395 Capo 1.19/1.20 1.47/1.58 0.48/0.51 0.58/0.63 0.86 0.82
C7552 algebraic/area 1521 Kraftwerk 2.60/2.70 2.70/2.40 0.61/0.71 0.66/0.71 0.81 0.76
C7552 rugged/area 2060 Kraftwerk 2.04/2.05 2.27/2.26 0.65/0.69 0.71/0.79 0.64 0.68
C7552 boolean/area 1582 Kraftwerk 2.23/2.50 2.50/2.00 0.61/0.74 0.66/0.71 0.82 0.83
C7552 espresso/area 1457 Kraftwerk 1.68/2.10 1.85/2.20 0.64/0.69 0.69/0.79 0.73 0.65
C6288 algebraic/area 2528 Kraftwerk 1.60/1.48 1.05/1.35 0.52/0.61 0.58/0.64 0.77 0.76
C6288 rugged/area 2391 Kraftwerk 1.50/2.00 2.00/2.00 0.53/0.62 0.58/0.63 0.63 0.62
C6288 boolean/area 2583 Kraftwerk 1.49/1.79 1.61/1.82 0.47/0.54 0.53/0.57 0.64 0.70
C6288 espresso/area 2549 Kraftwerk 1.76/1.79 2.06/2.09 0.52/0.62 0.59/0.66 0.61 0.64
IDC rugged/area 972 Kraftwerk 1.25/1.30 1.13/1.47 0.65/0.60 0.60/0.65 0.67 0.68
IDC algebraic/area 800 Kraftwerk 2.09/1.67 2.06/1.80 0.50/0.47 0.53/0.45 0.70 0.61
IDC boolean/area 1622 Kraftwerk 1.75/1.78 1.52/1.23 0.57/0.59 0.64/0.65 0.67 0.66
IDC espresso/area 2233 Kraftwerk 1.89/1.93 2.17/2.24 0.51/0.55 0.56/0.55 0.75 0.74
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Fig. 3. Mapping choices: (a) Sub-optimal area and track requirement = 12. (b) Area-optimal and track requirement = 20. (c) Area-optimal and track
requirement = 15.w1w2w3 w4 w5 w6 w10w20w30 w60 D1 +Dw10D2 +Dw20D3 +Dw30 d1d2d3
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Fig. 4. Computing the congestion and delay cost of a match: (a) An example subject graph. (b) A match of 3-input NAND. (c) Delay computation.

match containing two three-input NAND’s, a two-input NAND,and
an inverter, while Figure 3(b) and Figure 3(c) show an alternative
match, an AOI33, under two different placements. To simplify the
computations, if we use the number of bin-boundary crossings as
the congestion metric, instead of the probabilistic congestion metric,
then the cost for the match in Figure 3(a) is 12, while that forthe
AOI33 matches in Figures 3(b) and (c) are 20 and 15, respectively.
The latter also happens to be the minimum over all placementsfor the
area-optimal AOI33 match. It is clear that the match in Figure 3(a)
distributes the logic and therefore, creates lower congestion. This
example also highlights limitations of the placement in alleviating
congestion when area-optimal matches are chosen ignoring the costs
of wires associated with them.

The cost of wires depends on the context: wires are inexpensive in
sparsely congested regions, but are expensive in densely congested
regions due to possible detours and hampered routability. One way
to reduce this cost in densely congested zones without penalizing the
design excessively is to account for their congestion contributions
only in those zones. Our congestion-aware mapping heuristic serves
this purpose well: in densely congested spots, it considersprobabilis-
tic routes based on the center-of-gravity locations for allpossible
matches and chooses the match that minimizes the congestion, while
in sparsely congested spots, it chooses area-optimal matches.

B. Congestion Cost Computation

The congestion-aware mapping heuristic requires the assignment
of a congestion cost, along with an area cost, to each match. The
congestion cost depends on the total congestion caused due to the nets
subsumed by a match, its fanin nets and its fanout nets. Specifically,
it is given by,ostCMath = � ostCnet reated �� ostCnet subsumed (2)

where,ostCMath is the congestion cost of the match,ostCnet reated
(ostCnet subsumed) is the congestion cost of the nets created (sub-
sumed) by the match. For example, for a 3-input NAND match
shown in Figure 4(b) corresponding to the subject graph shown in
Figure 4(a), the congestion cost is as follows:ostCNand3 = Cw10 + Cw20 +Cw30 + Cw60 � (Cw1+Cw2 + Cw3 + Cw4 +Cw5 +Cw6) (3)

The netsw10, w20, w30, andw60 correspond to the new location of
the match and the fanins and fanouts of the match; we compute the
new location of a match as the center of gravity of the locations of its
fanin and fanout gates. Multi-terminal nets are modeled using cliques
for the congestion computation, and congestion contribution of each
edge is scaled by a factor of2=n, wheren is the number of edges.

wire1 wire2 C [1:0; 2:0)
C [0:5; 1:0)
C [0:0; 0:5)

Fig. 5. Context-dependent congestion cost for the wires. Inthe figure, ‘C’
refers to the horizontal or vertical routing congestion.

The congestion cost of a wire depends on the route and the
congestion in the bins that the route passes through. Probabilistically,
all of the routes in the bounding box of the net are assumed to be
equally possible1 [12]. If the congestion in a bin in the bounding box
of the net is small, say 0.4, as compared to the threshold congestion
(say 1.0, for instance), then the congestion contribution of that net
for that bin is assumed to be 0. This is because a small value of
the congestion metric corresponds to the availability of numerous
tracks, and the routability of the net through the bin is unaffected.
However, if the bin is congested, then the probabilistic congestion
contribution of the net to that bin must be considered, as itsroutability
is hampered. In case of Figure 5,wire1 andwire2 will have different
congestion costs even though the shortest routes in both thecases may

1This assumption may not always be true. Typically, routers try to minimize
vias and therefore, for two terminal nets, L and Z routes are considered first.
Such information can be taken into account while generatingthe congestion
map as in [21].
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have the same length; the congestion cost of the former will be zero,
while that of the latter will have a positive value as its bounding
box contains congested bins. The following equation captures this
causality relation between routability and congestion while computing
the congestion cost of a net,ostCnet,ostCnet = �fBin2BoundingBox(net):C(Bin)>Cmaxg CBinnet (4)

whereC(Bin) is the congestion in a bin,Cmax is the threshold
congestion, andCBinnet is the congestion due to the specific net
within the bin. One can observe that this definition filters out the
contributions of uncongested bins from the congestion cost. The
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Fig. 6. Computing the congestion cost of a wire probabilistically as in [12].

bounding box for a two-terminal net is shown in Figure 6. It contains
16 bins, and the congestion value associated with each bin isshown
in the figure. For the net connecting terminals 1 and 2, six possible
L- and Z-shaped routes are shown for the purpose of illustration2.
To compute the congestion cost, if the threshold value of congestion
(Cmax) is set to 1.0, then we consider only the congested bins for
which congestion value is greater than 1.0, i.e., bins for which the
congestion metric is 1.1 and 1.2. Three routes (route 1, 4, and 5)
pass through the bin with congestion 1.1, while two routes (route 3
and 5) pass through the bin with congestion 1.2. Assuming allthe
routes to be equally possible, the demand (the ratio of number of
paths passing through the bin to the total number of paths) for tracks
in the latter bin is26 . Similarly, the demand for tracks in the former
bin is 36 . Employing the definition 2.2, congestion contribution of the
net for these bins can be computed by dividing the demands by the
number of available tracks (NTraks). Thus, the congestion cost of
the net is given byostCnet = 1NTraks � (26 + 36 ) (5)

The congestion cost for a match can be calculated from that of
its incident nets using Equation 2. A positive cost for the match
implies that it may increase the congestion beyond the threshold value
in some bins, while a negative cost implies that it may decrease
the congestion in some of the bins where congestion exceeds the
threshold value.

C. Algorithm for Congestion-aware Area-Oriented Mapping

Algorithm 4.1 shows the pseudo-code for choosing the best match
at a node during the matching phase of the technology mapping.
The triplet (Ci; Ai; Di) associated with a matchMi denotes the
congestion, area, and delay cost associated with the match.The
algorithm is called for every match at a node during the matching
phase to decide the best one to be stored at the node. Althoughthe

2In practice, we use probabilistic congestion estimates that consider river
routes as well.

Algorithm 4.1 Select the best match considering the congestion

Input: MatchM1(C1; A1; D1) and matchM2(C2; A2; D2)
Output: The best match between theM1 andM2

1: if (C1 == C2) then
2: if (A1 < A2)jj((A1 == A2)&&(D1 < D2)) then
3: returnM1;
4: else
5: returnM2;
6: end if
7: end if
8: if (C1 < C2) then
9: returnM1;

10: else
11: returnM2;
12: end if

congestion cost is given priority over the area and delay, area-optimal
matches will be chosen for the nodes in the sparsely congested
regions, as stated by the following proposition.

Proposition 4.1: If bins in bounding boxes of all of the nets,
corresponding to all of the matches at a node, have congestion values
that are smaller than the threshold congestion, then an area-optimal
match will be stored as the best match at that node.

This is a direct consequence of the fact that the congestion cost
for all nets corresponding to all of the matches in such a caseis zero
from Equation (4), and the pseudocode shows that under this scenario,
the area-optimal match is always chosen. The above proposition is
important for congestion-aware mapping, since previous work in
[10] has shown that the traditional way of considering the cost,
(K1�Area+K2�Wirelength) during technology mapping requires
different values ofK2 in the different regions in the circuit as a single
value ofK2 fails to capture the importance of congestion in different
regions. Choosing a single value ofK2 is equivalent to assuming that
the entire circuit is uniformly congested with a single congestion
value. In reality, the congestion in the circuit may vary continuously
from 0 to 1, or may even be greater than 1, while the routability
changes in a discrete manner: in case of a bin with congestionvalue
greater than 1, at least some nets are detoured or are unroutable, while
the routability of all the nets passing through a bin is unaffected when
the congestion for the bin is less than 1. Assigning the congestion cost
to the nets in the congested bins accounts for this discrete nature of
routability and also allows the mapper to select area-optimal matches
in the sparsely congested regions. Both of these purposes are critical
and are served by our algorithm, while previous approaches [8], [9]
have not addressed these.

V. CONGESTION-AWARE DELAY-ORIENTEDMAPPING

The congestion-aware area-oriented mapping framework presented
in the previous section can be extended to delay-oriented technology
mapping, which typically employs one of the following two classes of
delay models: load- or gain-based. In this section, we focusonly on
delay-oriented mapping based on the former, since an extension based
on the latter is similar. Technology mapping targeting delays involves
storing piece-wise linear load-delay curves,f(l1; D1); (l2; D2); � � � g,
during the matching phase, whereli andDi denote load and delay co-
ordinates, respectively, of an end-point of a piece-wise linear segment.
At each node, a set of matches that are delay-optimal for certain load
ranges are stored on these curves. During the covering phase, when
loads are known, delay-optimal matches are chosen from the curves.
SIS [17] contains an implementation of a delay-oriented mapper
based on this scheme, which uses a fanout-based wire-load model,
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ignores wire-delays and therefore, may lead to suboptimal results. To
perform delay-oriented mapping accurately, it is necessary to consider
wire-delays during delay computation.

The delay computation, which considers the effects of wires,
involves accounting for wire-loads as well as wire-delays.This can
be done by modeling the wires using anRC � model. Assume that
a gateg1 drives a gateg2 through a wirew. Then the delay from the
inputs of the gateg1 to the input ofg2 through the wirew is given
by the following equationD = Dg1 +Dw (6)

whereDg1 andDw are the delays of the gateg1 and the wirew,
respectively. Employing the Elmore delay model3 [23], the gate delayDg1 is given byDg1 = Dinternal +Rd � (Cw + Cg2) (7)

whereDinternal is the internal delay of the gate,Rd is the effective
resistance of the gate,Cw is the capacitance of the wirew, andCg2
is the input capacitance of the gateg2. Similarly, the wire-delayDw
is given by Dw = Rw � (Cw2 +Cg2) (8)

whereRw is the resistance of the wire.
In general, the resistance (and capacitance) of a wire is a function

of its length and a choice of metal layers. Since the resistivity of
the upper metal layers is smaller because of the higher widthand
thickness as compared to lower metal layers, these metal layers
are used to route the long wires. For the short wires, lower metal
layers are utilized, since reliability and resistance of the vias along
with subsequent congestion does not justify the use of uppermetal
layers. The range of wirelengths and choice of metal layers can be
determined empirically for a given process technology as in[24], and
this can be used to compute wire-delays during technology mapping.
We employ such a scheme to account for the wire-loads and delays
during congestion-aware delay-oriented mapping.

A. Slack-aware Congestion Cost Penalty Heuristic

To reduce congestion during delay-optimal technology mapping,
one can choose solutions that leads to a smaller congestion cost at
the expense of increased gate delay off the critical paths. Figure
5 shows an example where track requirement can be reduced by
replacing a complex gate with a set of smaller gates. The small
gate implementation increases the routing flexibility, butpotentially
at the expense of increased gate delay. To conduct congestion-aware
delay-optimal mapping, congestion-aware choices should be stored
during the matching phase. These choices, however, must notaffect
the delay adversely. To achieve this, the matching stage should have
the following properties.

1) It should store delay-optimal choices on critical paths.
2) It should consider congestion-aware choices on non-critical

paths and ensure that these paths will not become critical ones.
3) On different non-critical paths, it should weigh congestion-

aware matches differently, i. e., on paths with a large slack, it
should confer higher priority to matches that reduce congestion,
while on paths with a small slack, it should treat congestion-
aware choices with a relatively smaller preference.

To store congestion-aware choices on non-critical paths with a
varied degree of importance, solutions that increase or decrease the

3More accurate delay models, such as asymptotic waveform evaluation
(AWE) [22], can also be employed while keeping the rest of thealgorithmic
framework intact.

congestion should be, respectively, penalized or favored,in proportion
to the slack available at that node. This can be achieved by adding
the congestion cost of a match weighed by the slack availableat a
given node to the delay because of the match. The congestion cost for
a match depends on the corresponding cost of fanin and fanoutnets,
and nets that are subsumed by the match, as given by Equation 2,
which is reproduced below for the sake of readabilityostCMath = � ostCnet reated � � ostCnet subsumed (9)

where,ostCMath is the congestion cost of the match,ostCnet reated
(ostCnet subsumed) is the congestion cost of the nets created (sub-
sumed) by the match. To penalize the matches that cause congestion
and to favor those that reduce it, a penalty is added to the delay
due to a match before storing it on load-delay curve. The penalty
corresponding to the congestion cost of a match is given by the
following equationDpenalty = k � slaknode � ostCMath (10)

where, k is a user-defined constant andslaknode is the positive
slack available at the given node (or 0 if the slack is negative). Note
that k = 0 corresponds to conventional delay-oriented technology
mapping. In practice,k should be small enough such that it does
not worsen the delay on non-critical paths so much that they become
critical. Too small a value ofk, however, reduces the effectiveness
of the congestion-aware mapper producing results closely similar
to a conventional mapper from a congestion (as well as delay)
stand-point. In practice, an effective value ofk can be obtained by
experiments starting with a value of0 and increasing to a point where
the delays due to the congestion-aware mapper start gettingworse
than those due to a conventional one. For all of our experiments in
Section VII-B , we usek = 0:03 obtained by such an empirical
procedure. The slack associated with each node is computed by
the first pass of conventional delay-oriented matching, as explained
in the following subsection. The heuristic can be explainedusing
the following example. Figure 4 shows a match of 3-input NAND,
which subsumes wiresw1, w2, w3, w4, w5, and w6, as shown
in Figure 4(a), while it creates wiresw10, w20, w30, andw60, as
shown in Figure 4(b); we assume that the match is placed at the
center of gravity of its fanins and fanouts, as in case of area-oriented
mapping. Figure 4(c) shows the delay computation, whereDi+Dwi0 ,i = 1; 2; 3, are arrival times, including the corresponding wire-
delays, at the inputs of the match, whiledi are internal delays for the
corresponding pins. The delay of the match is given by the following
equationD = max(D1 +Dw10 + d1; D2 +Dw20 + d2;D3 +Dw30 + d3) (11)

The congestion cost of the match, repeated from Equation 3, is given
by the following equationostCNand3 = Cw10 + Cw20 + Cw30 + Cw60 � (Cw1+Cw2 + Cw3 + Cw4 + Cw5 + Cw6) (12)

To make the match congestion-aware, a delay penalty proportional
to the above cost is added to the delay. Therefore, the delay of the
match is now given byDongestion�aware = D + k � slaknode � ostCNand3 (13)

It is obvious that matches with a positive congestion cost are
penalized, while those with a negative cost are favored. As desired,
for matches on non-critical paths with a large slack, the congestion
cost is weighed more than that for their counterparts on paths with
small slacks. In sparsely congested regions, where enough tracks
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are available, and on critical paths, no delay penalty is added and
therefore, delay-optimal matches are still chosen in thosecases.

B. Algorithm for Congestion-aware Delay-oriented Mapping

Algorithm 5.1 Congestion-aware delay oriented technology mapping
Input: N = A subject graph,L = A cell library, PO = A set of

primary outputs,n = A node,o = A primary output
Output: Mapped netlist

1: for 8 n 2 N , using libraryL, in topological orderdo
2: Perform conventional delay-oriented matching
3: end for
4: Compute delay8o 2 PO due to conventional matching
5: Compute slack8o 2 PO
6: for 8 n 2 N , in reverse topological orderdo
7: Slakn  minimumfSlakfanout(n)8fanout(n)g
8: end for
9: for 8 n 2 N , using librayL, in topological orderdo

10: Perform congestion-aware matching using Algorithm 5.2
11: end for
12: for 8 n 2 N , in reverse topological orderdo
13: Perform covering with choices stored during congestion-aware

matching stage
14: end for

Algorithm 5.2 Congestion-aware matching: compute load-delay
curve for a node
Input: n = A node,M = A set of matches at the node
Output: Load-delay curve forn

1: for m 2M do
2: for i 1; � � � ; jinputsmj do
3: D  max(Di +Dwi + di)
4: end for
5: if Slakn > Slakminimum then
6: CostCm  ComputeCongestionCostOfMatch(m)
7: D  D + k � Slakn �CostCm
8: end if
9: UpdateLoadDelayCurve(n, m, D)

10: end for

Algorithm 5.1 shows pseudo-code for the proposed technology
mapping algorithm, which involves two matching phases as opposed
to one in conventional mapping. The first matching phase is same as
that of conventional matching and stores load-delay curveswithout
considering any congestion effects. At the end of this phase, delays
at the primary outputs are computed using solutions stored at those
nodes followed by slack estimation, where slack is defined asthe
difference between required and actual arrival times. Onceslacks
are computed for all outputs, they are propagated towards inputs
employing reverse topological traversal. The reverse traversal ensures
that slacks are assigned to all fan-outs of a given node before the
assignment of the slack, which is the minimum among slacks ofall
the fan-outs, to that node. The second round of matching, which is
congestion-aware, utilizes the slack and congestion cost information
to assign a penalty to the matches, as shown in Algorithm 5.2,while
the covering phase proceeds in a traditional manner to choose matches
that are optimal for given loads.

Algorithm 5.2 shows the pseudo-code for computation of the load-
delay curve at a node. For each matchm from the setM , the delay,D, is computed considering the arrival times of the inputsDi, wire-
delayDwi, and internal delay,di, of the gate corresponding to the
match. The congestion cost of the match,CostCm, is then computed

considering the corresponding costs of subsumed and created wires,
and an appropriate penalty employing Equation 10 is added tothe
delay of the match if the available slack at node (Slakn) is greater
than certain minimum threshold (Slakminimum). For all of our
experiments in Section VII-B,Slakminimum is chosen to be 25
ps, which is a fanout-of-4 delay of a typical inverter in the library
used there. The load-delay curve is then updated to store thematch
if it is optimal for some range of loads.

VI. COMPLEXITY, L IMITATIONS , AND EXTENSIONS TO THE

ALGORITHMS

The asymptotic time complexity of our congestion-aware tech-
nology mapping algorithms is almost unchanged from that of a
conventional technology mapping. The congestion cost computation
of a match takesO(jNetsMathj�NBins), wherejNetsMathj is
the number of nets associated with a match andNBins is the number
of bins over entire layout;NBins is a constant for a given layout,
although it may be large as compared to other constants subsumed byO(). Therefore, congestion cost computation takesO(jNetsMathj)
time, which is same as that of structural matching employed in the
mapper [17]. Our delay oriented mapper involves two rounds of
matching, which asymptotically does not change the computational
complexity, but affects the run-time in practice marginally, as seen
from the experimental results.

Since this technology mapping procedure is applied to tree struc-
tures after the initial subject graph generation and the decomposition
of DAG’s into trees, the algorithm does not have any control over
high fanout nets, or over the fanout nets created due to matches at the
roots4 of the trees. The congestion due to these high fanout nets is
controlled by the structure of initial network and fanout optimization.
The effectiveness of the congestion-aware mapper proposedhere
is influenced by the scripts used for technology independentopti-
mization, technology decomposition, and fanout optimization after
technology mapping.

Pre-routed blockages in the design can be incorporated intoour
congestion cost by reducing the appropriate number of tracks in the
corresponding bins. Most placers are adequate at handling blockages.
Therefore, subject graph nodes or mapped cells are not placed in
blocked areas. While long wires may require repeaters that are not
visible in the subject graph, observe that these buffers do not change
the congestion cost.

In the current implementation, we do not update the congestion
map dynamically during technology mapping. However, this update
can be carried out during the covering phase, thus allowing amore
accurate selection of the best match stored at a node. In caseof area-
oriented mapping, multiple congestion-aware choices may be stored
during the matching phase in addition to the area-optimal one, in
order to enable the selection of a good congestion-aware solution
with the updated congestion map available during covering.

The strong correlation between the congestion maps of the un-
mapped and mapped netlists suggests that the underlying placements
are also correlated. Therefore, placement of the unmapped netlist
can provide regioning directives that can not only help speed up
the subsequent placement of the mapped netlist, but also make the
eventual placement (and therefore, the wire loads) more predictable.

VII. E XPERIMENTAL RESULTS

The experimental flow used in our experiments is compared with
a typical modern conventional mapping and layout flow in Figure 7.
Although early conventional flows did not involve a subject graph

4All of the nodes in the tree have a fanout of 1 except for the root.
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Fig. 7. Design flows for (a) conventional and (b) congestion-aware mapping.

placement step, most design flows today incorporate the generation
of some placement information prior to or during mapping in order
to make wire loads more realistic (see, for example, [25]). Thus,
the subject graph placement step in our proposed flow no longer
constitutes as much of an overhead as it would have done in the
past.

The probabilistic congestion estimation algorithm from [12] and
the congestion-aware technology mapping algorithms presented in
sections IV and V were implemented in C/C++ and incorporatedin
SIS [17]. The subject graphs were created by runningscript.rugged
followed by techdecomp -o 2in SIS [17]. For area-oriented technol-
ogy mapping, we present a set of experimental results obtained using
a force-directed quadratic placer, Kraftwerk [16], and a proprietary
industrial router, while for delay-oriented mapping, we show results
generated employing a recursive bipartitioning placer Capo [15]
and a global router [26]. For congestion-aware mapping, a subject
graph was first created. It was placed using Kraftwerk for area-
oriented mapping, while Capo was employed for the placementin
case of delay-oriented mapping. The congestion map for the subject
graph was then generated and used in our congestion-aware mapper.
After area-oriented technology mapping, the circuits wereplaced
employing Kraftwerk followed by global routing using a proprietary
industrial router. For delay-oriented mapping, Capo and a global
router [26] were employed, respectively, for placement androuting.
In all of our experiments, a bin-size of4:8 � 4:8 �m2 was used.
We present the results due to area-oriented mapping followed by the
same for delay-oriented mapping.

A. Results due to Area-oriented Mapping

Table II shows the post-routing results obtained using the
Kraftwerk placer and proprietary router for conventionally mapped
and congestion-aware netlists. Technology mapping is performed em-
ploying a proprietary industrial cell library used in high-performance
microprocessor designs. Our experiments employ a 90 nm technology
and allow the router to use 4 metal layers5: metal 1 with no preferred
direction, metals 2 and 4 for the horizontal direction, and metal 3
for the vertical direction. The entries of the form ‘a / b’ in the
Columns 3 through 7 mean that ‘a’ (‘b’) corresponds to conven-
tionally (congestion-aware) mapped netlist. The block area shown
in Column 2 is used for both of these netlists for the benchmarks
shown in Column 1. Since the same block area is used for both the
netlists, there is no block area penalty. Columns 3, 4, and 5 show the
average row utilization, the total track overflow over all the bins after
global routing, and the number of bins with congestion more than 1.0,

5While 90 nm and subsequent process generations have a large number of
metal layers, the upper layers are usually reserved for global signals, clock
and power distributions, leaving block synthesis to operate in the lower layers
[27].

respectively, while Columns 6 and 7 show the maximum and average
congestion, respectively. For small benchmarks such as C1355, C432,

TABLE II
COMPARISON OF CONVENTIONAL AREA-ORIENTED MAPPING WITH

CONGESTION-AWARE AREA-ORIENTED MAPPING. PLACEMENT AND

ROUTING IS PERFORMED USINGKRAFTWERK AND A PROPRIETARY

ROUTER, RESPECTIVELY, FOR A 90 NM TECHNOLOGY. COLUMNS WITH

LABEL ‘RU’ AND ‘CB’ DENOTE THE AVERAGE ROW UTILIZATION AND

THE NUMBER OF CONGESTED BINS IN A CIRCUIT, RESPECTIVELY.

Circuit Area RU Overflow CB Congestion�m2 % # Maximum Average
C1355 2380 68 / 79 2 / 0 1 / 0 1.3 / 0.9 0.35 / 0.43
C1908 2457 68 / 78 0 / 0 0 / 0 0.8 / 0.9 0.34 / 0.40
C432 1728 66 / 69 1 / 0 1 / 0 1.1 / 0.9 0.35 / 0.37
C499 2618 64 / 73 0 / 0 0 / 0 0.9 / 1.0 0.34 / 0.40
C6288 16920 61 / 68 32 / 18 20 / 7 1.3 / 1.3 0.49 / 0.52
C7552 17633 61 / 67 655 / 461 258 / 193 1.3 / 1.3 0.65 / 0.69
C880 2534 71 / 82 4 / 1 2 / 1 1.3 / 1.2 0.42 / 0.48
IDC 6919 63 / 70 83 / 10 32 / 6 1.3 / 1.2 0.53 / 0.60

Average 65 / 73 97 / 61 39 / 25 1.16 / 1.080.43 / 0.48

and C880, a small number of bins is congested in the conventionally
mapped netlists while none of the bins is congested in the congestion-
aware mapped netlists. C499 and C1908 show zero routing track
overflows, while other small benchmarks have only a few congested
bins, indicating that routing congestion is not an important issue
for designs up to a few hundred cells. As the design size grows
beyond a thousand cells, routing congestion starts becoming a critical
problem, as indicated by increased track overflows for benchmarks
such as IDC, C6288, and C7552. In these cases, the congestion-aware
mapped netlists have been able to reduce the track overflows by 87%,
43%, and 29% while the number of congested bins has decreasedby
81%, 65%, and 25%, respectively. Based on the increase in average
congestion for all of the benchmarks, accompanied by a reduction
in the number of congested bins and the number of track overflows,
we see that congestion-aware mapping tends to map the logic so as
to distribute the congestion from densely congested regions to the
sparsely congested regions. The improvement in congestioncomes
at the cost of an increase in gate-area, which is reflected in higher
row utilization in the case of the congestion-aware netlistfor all the
benchmarks.

B. Results due to Delay-oriented Mapping

Table III show post-routing results for delay-oriented mapping
obtained using the recursive bisectioning based placer Capo [15] and
a global router that can optimize both congestion and delay [26].
Technology mapping was performed employing lib2.genlib library in
SIS [17]. Up to 4 different strengths were added for each cellin the
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TABLE III
COMPARISON OF CONVENTIONAL DELAY-ORIENTED MAPPING AND

CONGESTION-AWARE DELAY-ORIENTED MAPPING. PLACEMENT AND

ROUTING IS PERFORMED EMPLOYING A PUBLICLY AVAILABLE PLACER

CAPO [15] AND A ROUTER [26], RESPECTIVELY, FOR 100 NM

TECHNOLOGY [28]. COLUMNS WITH LABELS ‘RU’ AND ‘MC’ DENOTE

THE AVERAGE ROW UTILIZATION AND THE MAXIMUM ROUTING

CONGESTION IN A CIRCUIT, RESPECTIVELY.

Example Area RU Delay MC Overflow�2 % ps
b14 57600 75 / 75 2919 / 2839 2.60 / 2.20 1703 / 1625
b15 80202 75 / 77 2830 / 2821 3.40 / 2.60 5171 / 4440
b20 129600 70 / 70 3377 / 3294 4.10 / 3.20 8667 / 6871

C1355 3439 80 / 82 789 / 774 1.70 / 1.50 227 / 173
C1908 3616 80 / 80 1059 / 1065 1.70 / 1.10 323 / 87
C432 1962 80 / 80 854 / 840 1.40 / 1.40 66 / 54
C499 3550 80 / 80 823 / 791 1.60 / 1.20 262 / 188
C6288 21379 80 / 80 4771 / 4682 1.70 / 1.40 515 / 474
C7552 22350 75 / 75 1497 / 1255 2.40 / 1.80 1383 / 743
C880 3944 80 / 83 890 / 867 1.70 / 1.40 378 / 270

Average 78 / 79 1980 / 1922 2.22 / 1.78 1869 / 1492

library, which was then characterized for 100 nm technology[28].
Column 1 in the table shows a benchmark circuit, while Column2
shows the block area. Columns 3, 4, 5, and 6 show the average row
utilization percentage, the circuit delay in ps, the maximum conges-
tion, and the total overflow, respectively. The entries of the form ‘a
/ b’ in these columns have the same meaning as before. Congestion-
aware netlists tend to have, on the average, slightly largergate-area,
which is reflected in overall 1% increase in the average row utilization
percentage. The delays in congestion-aware netlists, on the average,
are smaller as compared to the corresponding conventional netlists in
most cases because of the application of congestion-aware mode only
on non-critical paths. Track overflows and maximum congestion have
improved consistently for all the benchmarks due to congestion-aware
mapping; the average improvement over conventional mapping is
20% and 19%, respectively. Results on large benchmark circuits, such
as b14, b15, and b20, from ITC99 benchmark suite [29] show similar
improvements. This shows that our heuristic is effective inalleviating
the routing congestion without penalizing the delay values. However,
there is a limitation: in case of benchmarks such as C6288 andb14,
where the number of nodes on non-critical paths is small because
of their cone-like structure, the congestion-aware mapperhas limited
flexibility, and this is reflected in relatively smaller improvements in
track overflows. In case of circuits with a relatively large number of
nodes on non-critical paths, such as C7552, congestion-aware mapper
has not only improved track overflows by 46% but also the delayby
16%.

TABLE IV
CONGESTION-AWARE MAPPING RESULTS OBTAINED WITH DIFFERENT

THRESHOLDS. COLUMNS WITH LABELS‘RU’ AND ‘MC’ DENOTE THE

AVERAGE ROW UTILIZATION AND THE MAXIMUM ROUTING CONGESTION

IN A CIRCUIT, RESPECTIVELY.

Benchmark Cmax RU (%) Delay (ps) MC Overflow
C1908 0.9 80 1030 1.10 75
C1908 1.0 80 1065 1.10 87
C1908 1.1 80 1055 1.10 88
C7552 0.9 75 1297 2.10 1090
C7552 1.0 75 1255 1.80 743
C7552 1.1 75 1307 2.20 1120

Table IV shows the effect of varying threshold congestion (Cmax)
on congestion-aware mapping. It can be seen that overflow/delay

results are somewhat insensitive to threshold congestion in case of
C1908, while they have a somewhat larger variation for C7552, but
are still better than conventional mapping. Table V shows a compar-

TABLE V
COMPARISON OF RUN-TIMES FOR CONVENTIONAL DELAY-ORIENTED

MAPPING AND CONGESTION-AWARE DELAY-ORIENTED MAPPING.
PLACEMENT AND ROUTING IS PERFORMED EMPLOYING A PUBLICLY

AVAILABLE PLACER CAPO [15] AND A ROUTER [26], RESPECTIVELY, FOR

100NM TECHNOLOGY [28]. MAPPING AND PLACEMENT IS PERFORMED

ON SUN ULTRA SPARCTM 60 MACHINE WITH 400MHZ CLOCK SPEED,
WHILE ROUTING IS CARRIED OUT ONINTEL PENTIUM PROTM

PROCESSOR-BASED MACHINE WITH 3.2GHZ CLOCK SPEED. IN THE

TABLE , ‘SG’ REFERS TO THE SUBJECT GRAPH FOR A PARTICULAR

CIRCUIT.

Example SG placement Mapping Placement Routing
Run-time (s) Runtime (s) Runtime (s) Runtime (s)

b14 721 297 / 348 193 / 185 258.14 / 266.21
b15 967 486 / 584 248 / 294 283.70 / 295.00
b20 1483 885 / 1026 407 / 412 717.04 / 718.83

C1355 50 11 / 13 15 / 15 1.47 / 1.59
C1908 47 12 / 14 14 / 14 1.68 / 1.70
C432 26 7 / 8 8 / 8 1.15 / 1.05
C499 44 11 / 12 14 / 15 2.05 / 2.00
C6288 277 88 / 117 86 / 99 90.60 / 86.48
C7552 324 190 / 203 85 / 106 111.28 / 120.77
C880 52 12 / 17 17 / 16 2.81 / 2.07

Average 199 / 234 108 / 117 146.99 / 149.57

ison of run-times in seconds for conventional and congestion-aware
mapping based flows. The mapping and placement is performed
on Sun Ultra Sparc 60 machine with 400MHz clock speed, while
routing is carried out on Intel Pentium Pro machine with 3.2GHz
clock speed. The run-time of congestion-aware mapping is slightly
worse than conventional mapping, as expected, because of the two
rounds of matching and congestion cost computation; it is 17% larger
than its conventional counterpart, on an average. It can be observed
that placement of subject graph requires substantial run-time, but is
required for both conventional and congestion-aware mapping. (For
conventional mapping, it is employed to compute wire-loadsand
wire-delays based on locations of the subject graph nodes, instead of
using the relatively inaccurate fanout-based wireload model, which
often ignores wire-delays).

C. Wirelength and Detour Distributions

For large benchmarks, the wiring distributions obtained after
global routing showed significant improvements as a result of our
congestion-aware area-oriented technology mapping flow. The im-
provement in the wiring distribution is best exemplified by areduction
in the incidence of detours on the routes, where we define the detour
of a route as the difference between its actual length and thetotal size
of its minimum spanning tree (MST6). These results are summarized
in Table VI, and are further explained using histograms and scatter
plots of netlengths and detours for benchmark circuit IDC. In the
table, entries of the form ‘a / b’ have the same meaning as before.
Figure 8 shows a plot of the number of nets vs. their detour forthe
benchmark IDC. Similar wire distribution plots that are obtained for
benchmarks C6288 and C7552 can be found in [18]. In the figure,the
log-scale Y-axis shows the number of nets, while the X-axis shows
the detour, in�m, for all the nets on a linear scale. The height of a

6Because of the canonicity of MST’s, MST estimates are used tocompute
the detours even though they tend to be overestimates as compared to
minimum Steiner estimates.
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Fig. 8. Number of nets vs. detour length (�m) for the IDC circuit. The
placements of the conventionally mapped netlists and thoseof the premapped
and mapped netlists, in case of congestion-aware mapping, are performed
using Kraftwerk.

TABLE VI
SUMMARY OF TOTAL WIRELENGTH AND DETOUR AFTER GLOBAL AND

DETAILED ROUTING FOR CONGESTION-AWARE AREA-ORIENTED

TECHNOLOGY MAPPING. PLACEMENT AND ROUTING IS PERFORMED

USING KRAFTWERK AND A PROPRIETARY ROUTER, RESPECTIVELY, FOR A

90 NM TECHNOLOGY.

Example Global routing Detailed routing Detailed routing
Total wirelength (�m)Total wirelength (�m)Detour length (�m)

IDC 25278 / 24320 27360 / 26940 5747 / 4809
C7552 58717 / 57464 62412 / 60862 9922 / 5965
C6288 53155 / 50944 58361 / 55236 7816 / 7016

brown (purple) bar7 in the figure represents the number of nets in the
conventional (congestion-aware) netlist for a given detour range. It
can be observed that for shorter detour ranges, the number ofnets in
the congestion-aware netlist dominates their conventional counterpart,
while as the detour length increases, the number of nets fromthe
conventional netlist dominates that in the congestion-aware netlist.
Although the total number of wires increases in the congestion-aware
case, most of this increase occurs at short wire lengths, as can be seen
from the figure.

Figure 9 shows a plot of netlength vs. detour length for the
nets whose length is greater than 100�m in congestion-aware and
conventionally mapped netlist for IDC. These are the nets that are
usually responsible for the routing problems. In the figure,the
symbols ‘+’ and ‘�’ indicate the actual length, in�m, of a net
belonging to the corresponding detour range, in�m, specified on the
X-axis, for the congestion-aware and conventionally mapped netlist,
respectively. Thus, for instance, a ‘�’ corresponding to 230�m on
the Y-axis and in the column for 50�m on the X-axis implies that
there is a net of length 230�m whose detour length lies between
47.5 to 52.5�m in the conventional netlist. One can observe that the
congestion-aware technology mapping not only tends to reduce the
length of the long wires, but also tends to route them with smaller
detours, and hence, makes them more predictable prior to therouting.
For small detour ranges, the cumulative wirelength in the congestion-
aware mapped netlist dominates the corresponding wirelength in the
conventionally mapped netlist as implied by Figure 8. This is not
only because more wires tend to have short detours, but also due
to an increase in the number of short wires. As the detour length

7In grayscale print, brown and purple bars are dark-colored and light-
colored bars, respectively.
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Fig. 9. Scatter plots of netlengths vs. detour length (�m) for nets with length
greater than 100 (�m) in the IDC circuit. In these plots, ‘x’ and ‘+’ denote a
net in conventional and congestion-aware netlist, respectively.

increases, the cumulative wirelength for the conventionally mapped
netlist dominates its counterpart for congestion-aware netlist, since
there are more long wires with larger detours in the conventional
netlist than in the congestion-aware netlist. Thus, congestion-aware
mapping tends to reduce large detours by increasing the number
of short wires and allowing more wires to have smaller detours. It
also improves the total wirelength, although marginally, as seen from
Table VI. Furthermore, the reduction in the detours of the wires under
congestion-aware mapping also improves the predictability of their
length, delay, load, and repeater requirements during mapping and
placement.

D. Summary of Experimental Deductions

The following conclusions may be drawn from the experimental
results.

1) The congestion-aware algorithms for area and delay-oriented
technology mapping show consistent improvements in track
overflows over conventional mapping methods. The improve-
ment is significant: 37% in the case of area-oriented mapping,
and 20% in the case of delay-oriented mapping while preserv-
ing or improving delay. These results indicate that technology
mapping is indeed effective in handling routing congestion.

2) The consistency in the results also indicate that our heuristics
are effective. More importantly, it justifies the use of congestion
map prediction employing premapped netlists to guide the
mapping process.

3) As compared to conventionally mapped netlists, congestion-
aware netlists tend to have better wirelength distribution: typ-
ically, the length of the longest wire is reduced, the number
of nets with long detours (which are usually hard to model
accurately during mapping) is smaller, the total wirelength is
slightly smaller, and there is an increase in the number of short
wires.

VIII. C ONCLUSION

In this paper, we have proposed technology mapping algorithms for
alleviating the routing congestion. These algorithms employ a predic-
tive congestion map based on the premapped netlists. Using empirical
data, we have shown that there exists a strong correlation between
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the predictive congestion map based on a premapped netlist and the
congestion map of the corresponding mapped netlist. This empirical
evidence is utilized to justify the use of predictive congestion maps to
guide the technology mapping algorithms. These algorithmsemploy
congestion cost functions such that in sparsely congested regions,
area- or delay-optimal matches are always chosen and hence,the
corresponding penalty is minimized. Experimental resultsdue to these
algorithms show, on the average, improvements of 37% and 20%in
track overflows, respectively, for area and delay-orientedmappings,
over conventional methods with marginal gate-area and delay penalty.
Moreover, congestion-aware netlists tend to have better wirelength
distributions as compared to their conventional counterparts.

IX. A PPENDIX

Table VII shows congestion correlation for a set of ISCAS’85and
MCNC’91 benchmarks. Column 1 shows the name of the circuit,
while columns 2 and 3 show the scripts with mapping objective
and the number of cells in the mapped netlists, respectively. The
lib2.genlib library in SIS [17], which is characterized for100 nm
[28] technology, is employed for technology mapping that targets
area and delay minimization followed by fanout optimization. The
library contains up to four instances of different sizes foreach cell
in the library. The fanout optimization of the mapped netlists, which
possibly restructures the network, may affect the global connectivity
adversely. The circuits are placed using Capo [15]. Columns4 and 5
in the table show the statistical correlation, respectively, for horizontal
and vertical congestion between the congestion in premapped and
mapped netlist. The maximum and average congestion for these
netlists can be found in [18]. It can be observed that a strong
congestion correlation exists between premapped and mapped netlist
in spite of the fanout optimization.
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